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Jeff and Carlene Bonnici are the new owners of 
the well-established West Auckland branch of The
Gearbox Factory. 

The couple brings a wealth of experience to this thriving 
business. Carlene was a sales manager with a major 
pharmaceutical company and has experience in 
administration. Jeff is a fully qualified and experienced 
automotive engineer; he’s been hands-on in the public 
transport and heavy vehicle sectors, and spent several 
years managing the maintenance of a large fleet of trucks. 
At the other end of the size scale Jeff owned and 
operated his own service station and workshop, so Jeff and
Carlene are well versed in looking after the diverse needs of
both private customers and large businesses.
While The Gearbox Factory West’s ownership has changed,
its long-serving team of technicians remains. Talia has 15
years’ experience in removal and replacement; Steve, a 
manual and automatic transmission specialist, started in the
industry when he left school 18 years ago; and Jim has been
repairing, rebuilding and modifying automatics since 1983.
See Jeff, Carlene, and the team at the Gearbox Factory 
West for all forms of transmission work, including differentials
and 4WD units.

West Auckland changes hands

Jeff (pictured) and his wife Carlene took over The Gearbox Factory West on May 1, 2015.

How often do you see not one, but two Lamborghinis in one
place? For the Gearbox Factory it’s not that uncommon as
the two branches specialise in servicing, repairing and

rebuilding exotic gearboxes.
The two Lamborghini gearboxes that were in for work belonged to
unrelated customers; one was out of an Auckland based 1967
V12 Muira that was undergoing a full blown restoration, the 
second an Espada that was in for a check over and a freshen
before the car was put back together.
The Gearbox Factory is one of New Zealand's largest and most
knowledgeable automotive specialists. The two branches build
durable, high performance transmissions for all forms of motor
sport, from drag racing to rally – including the country’s fastest
street-driven drag racing import and race-winning V8 touring cars.
Whether it’s a diagnostic on a modern computer controlled trans-
mission or a full rebuild for an exotic Italian supercar, The Gearbox
Factory has the expertise to get the job done right first time.

Exotics a specialty

Keith Lane (right) and Chris Hogg inspect the 1967 V12 Muira Lamborghini gearbox,
which is cast as one unit with the engine and both share the same oil supply.

If you’re building or upgrading a race car,
staunch street machine, muscle car, or a car for Targa and enjoy
shifting cogs yourself, The Gearbox Factory has just the thing

for you.
Tremec’s impressive TKO 600 five-speed manual gearboxes are
available ex stock. Ideal for road and/or race applications, the
TKO 600 is strong, durable, and has a performance orientated
0.83:1 fifth gear ratio. Most other five-speeds have a more relaxed
0.62:1, which is way too tall for performance applications.
“The TKO’s fifth gear is still a power gear,” says Keith Lane, “plus
it has the added advantage of brass syncro rings.”
These gearboxes are in strong demand, so contact either of The
Gearbox Factory branches now to avoid disappointment.

One of the more 
eye-catching and
rare classic cars to

pass through The
Gearbox Factory’s work-
shop doors was this stun-
ning Aston Martin DB5.
Famous for being the first
and best known James
Bond movie car, the DB5
boasted subtle improve-
ments over the DB4
including a bigger 4.0-litre engine and a five-speed manual gearbox.
The owner of this DB5, who commutes between New Zealand and the
United Kingdom, delivered it to The Gearbox Factory for a gearbox
rebuild and differential work.

A gearbox 
for road and race

Classic car? No problem!
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Modern auto-
matic trans-
missions, such

as those found in
European and top-end
Japanese vehicles, are
becoming increasingly
high-tech. As a result
electronic faults are
more prevalent, and
because diagnosing
these issues is difficult it’s critical that repairers keep up with
the latest technology.
The Gearbox Factory has invested in the latest plug-in Autel
Maxi DAS diagnostic scanner.  It talks to the car’s computer,
quickly and accurately identifying faults. “The unit also has 
re-learning capability, which is important for the latest
European vehicles,” explains Keith Lane of Gearbox Factory
East. “This enables our technicians to reset parameters in a
transmission and reprogramme the computer for performance
applications.” The Maxi DAS can tell the technician if it’s 
a mechanical or electrical fault, and its real-time display while
driving diagnoses shift points.
Give either of the two The Gearbox Factory service centres 
a call to find out how this diagnostic tool can help with your
vehicle’s transmission problems.

Getting with the programme

Motor sport is hard on equipment, particularly drifting which 
subjects a race car’s driveline to extreme punishment. A drift
car’s gearbox needs to be bulletproof, which is why two-times

D1NZ champion Fanga Dan, aka Daniel Woolhouse, is supported by
The Gearbox Factory. Fanga Dan’s Century Batteries VE Commodore’s
TKO 600 gearbox was built and is maintained by The Gearbox Factory,
which ensures that it will be up to the task of managing the rigours of a
full-on national championship season. 

The Gearbox Factory
sponsors Fanga Dan

TRANSMISSION TIPS
FROM THE EXPERTS
AUTOMATICS
Heat kills transmissions. Fit a transmission cooler on tow vehicles.
When towing or in steep terrain, switch to "Power" mode and don't
use overdrive.
Check your transmission fluid level with the engine running in park
while hot. (Neutral for Mitsubishi vehicles.) Unfortunately some trans-
missions no longer have dipsticks so these are a bit more involved
and take more time.

MANUALS
Do not drive with your left foot resting on the clutch pedal. This
forces the release bearing against the clutch and will cause prema-
ture wear. 
Use a good quality oil of the correct viscosity for your 
particular gearbox. The wrong grade oil may cause wear and shift
problems and even complete failure. 
Button style race clutches cause severe loadings on 
gearboxes and are best kept for the racetrack. 

4WD AUTO OR MANUAL
Vehicles with 4WD must have the same make and tyre size on all
wheels to avoid damage to the drivetrain.
Don't engage 4WD on tarmac unless your vehicle was designed for
this. 
Transfer units need servicing as well. Don’t forget this often 
neglected area.

Fanga Dan was the first driver to win a D1NZ Championship driving a V8, back in 2013.
(Fanga Dan Racing pic)

Three Holden
Commodore
automat ics

that were on The
Gearbox Factory’s
bench recently
illustrate just how
far General Motors’
transmissions have
come, and how
servicing and mod-
ification techniques
have changed.
In for servicing at
the same time
were a T350, a
4L60, and a 6L80
from a VE SS. The 4L60 was in at The Gearbox Factory for 
performance enhancements; The Gearbox Factory offers 
various stages of modification from a friction material 
upgrade through to uprated inputs; Kevlar bands, billet servo
and heavy duty pinion gearsets.
A lot of development has gone into these units, and some of 
the cars they are going in to produce high horsepower and 
are capable of very respectable times on the drag strip. 
The Gearbox Factory has parts in stock so turnaround can be
quick.
To find out more about enhancing any Commodore manual or
automatic transmission give Steve or Keith at The Gearbox
Factory a call today.

Old school meets high tech

The Gearbox Factory offers owners of high performance
Commodores various stages of transmission modifica-
tions, using high quality parts sourced locally and from
overseas.


